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Playlist

Above, left to right
1. “Landslide”
2. “Beauty Is Within Us”
3. “Lithium Flower”

Center, left and right
4. “Young and Beautiful”
5. “Ordinary Love”

Below, left to right
7. “There But For Fortune”
8. “Somewhere Over The Rainbow”

I Am More Than A Stereotype
PLAYLIST (LINKS)

1. “Landslide” (from Suffragette)
   https://youtu.be/b_uKmKtC4Mk
2. “Beauty Is Within Us” (from Ghost in the Shell)
   https://youtu.be/QOt-sqiVQtI
3. “Lithium Flower” (from Ghost in the Shell)
   https://youtu.be/JeYBFIJxadc
4. “Young and Beautiful” (from The Great Gatsby)
   https://youtu.be/LVHU_YWV3e4
5. “Ordinary Love” (from Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom)
   https://youtu.be/j59PdtpURWk
6. “How Can I Tell You” (Cat Stevens)
   https://youtu.be/MRHN7nUg26M
7. “There But For Fortune” (Joan Baez)
   https://youtu.be/S4BYOJ1tc-k
8. “Somewhere Over The Rainbow” (Iz)
   https://youtu.be/V1bFr2SWP1l